WINPRO Performance Products LLC
102 SE 30th Street, Suite 3
Ankeny, Iowa 50021
Attention Vendors,
Thank you for your interest in carrying WINPRO products. We welcome your business and look
forward to creating a long-term business relationship. By signing this letter, you agree to the
following Wholesale Policy: you may not sell WINPRO products on Amazon.com or to
Amazon.com, and further, you may not sell WINPRO products to a distributor whose intention is
to sell/distribute on Amazon.com or to Amazon.com. You agree to obtain written consent from
any distributor to whom you sell, stating that they will not sell WINPRO products on
Amazon.com or to Amazon.com. If you breach this policy, we may cancel orders immediately,
without refund, and without liability for any expenses incurred in contravention of this policy. By
signing this letter, you are agreeing to these terms. We require that two officers of the company
sign this letter with wet-ink and return a scanned copy to us in advance of the first shipment.
Thank you for your cooperation, and we look forward to a long and mutually satisfying
relationship.
We,_________________________________________________________________________
Company Name(s) and Affiliate Name(s), recognize WINPRO’s wholesale policy and agree to
not sell WINPRO products on Amazon.com, to Amazon.com, and/or to a distributor/vendor
whose intention is to sell on Amazon.com or to Amazon.com. WINPRO reserves the right to
cancel orders should such a breach in policy be brought to their attention. This agreement is
valid for the above company and any additional businesses/relationships/affiliates, including
who you may sell to.

AGREED:
Date:
Signature: ____________________________ Signature: ____________________________
Printed Name: _________________________ Printed Name: ________________________
Title: ________________________________ Title:_________________________________
Note: All company names that WINPRO will be sold under must be fully disclosed at the
time of signing this document. If there is a change to any of the above, WINPRO must be
notified no later than five (5) business days after the change.
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